FOLLOW YOUR NATURE

956 NOVA

“I believe life is not meant to be directed by
form, tradition, status or the outside world.
The ultimate joy is to live free and to follow
your nature in everything that you do.
That’s why I created Flynt.”

ROBERT-JAN SANDERS,
FOUNDER OF FLYNT
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OUR STORY
Flynt is the brainchild of Dutch entrepreneur Robert-Jan Sanders
and is the culmination of his life’s work in the motor yacht
industry. The brand draws on the power of following your truth.
Its aim is to inspire owners who focus less on status but chase
the thrill of understated enjoyment.
In creating Flynt, Robert-Jan united global specialists in international
superyacht design and manufacturing selecting only the highest quality
materials and state-of-the-art technologies. As the first model in a new
line of arresting boats , Flynt 956 Nova sets the benchmark high.
By giving creative thought and freedom to every expression and detail,
it raises the powerboat bar in every way.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

INSIDE-OUT DESIGN
FOR LIGHT AND SPACIOUSNESS
Notable features include a full flush clear glass

Flynt’s elegant design philosophy is to reverse the status quo in

window in the front deck to fill the spacious interior

boat building by valuing user experience above all else. Every

cabin with natural light.

decision has purpose, every detail possesses artisanal quality.
The premise of Flynt’s inside-out design philosophy originates from
Robert-Jan’s desire to build a boat without compromise. To create an
interior and exterior that work with one another, rather than against.
The signature Flynt sleek lines that define the exterior profile flow long
and continuous without interruption, yet the creative focus begins with
the owner experience. The interior is elevated by clear lines of sight,
large windows, light-filled spaces and a convenient layout. Only then

ENDLESS LINES FROM EVERY ANGLE

are the external shapes imagined. A Flynt works in harmony with itself

Much like the infinite ocean and
horizon beyond, Flynt’s exterior design

and its owner, offering fluidity in design and function.

is characterised by elegant, continuous
flowing lines.

GROUNDBREAKING DESIGN
“Robert-Jan’s design vision breaks boundaries.
As a result, Flynt is truly different from any other
powerboat I know.”
MARNIX J. HOEKSTRA & BART M. BOUWHUIS
PARTNERS AND CO-CREATIVE DIRECTORS AT VRIPACK

SIGNATURE PARTS
Flynt’s hexagon signature pattern appears on
multiple design elements, including the custom
bow plate, spoiler grill and fuel damp outlet.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP

MADE WITH THE BEST,
BY THE BEST
Each Flynt is custom-built to order, handmade by artisans who
are passionate about their work. Each design uses the finest
materials selected for quality and longevity, moulded from
composite polyester for lightweight durability.
The complex production process takes place in the Netherlands, the
birthplace of Flynt. The use of high-quality materials inside and out
ensures the boat’s resilience and longevity. Every section is carefully
constructed out of hand-polished stainless steel. The softest of leathers
paired with oak accents create rounded surfaces that are smooth to

HANDMADE TO PERFECTION

the touch. Each Flynt is finished with custom-coloured Awlgrip metallic

Every boat that passes through

paint, before applying three neutral layers of lacquer.

Flynt’s facilities is crafted by
hand by the best specialists in
their field.
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QUALITY
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MEET FLYNT 956 NOVA

SCAN THIS QR CODE
TO EXPERIENCE THE
FLYNT 956 NOVA.
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DON’T LET HER
SIZE FOOL YOU
Flynt 956 Nova is the first of Flynt’s models, possessing grace
and style. Its compact size of just 9.56m (30ft) offers comfort
and versatility. Small enough to be easily transported on a
regular trailer or docked at a 10m long pier. Large enough for
weekend cruising in a spacious and practical boat. Imagined
by Flynt for the serious owner and strengthened by Dutch
superyacht design studio Vripack’s robust naval architecture,
Flynt 956 Nova means business.
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LENGTH

9.56 m

BEAM

3.00 m
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EXTERIOR

THRILLING DESIGN
Flynt 956 Nova stands apart from other boats in its category.
Notable features include an extended sun deck and stainless
steel bow plate and spoiler.
A convertible sun lounge area that invites deep relaxation. And an
enlarged swim platform for waterside action. It even boasting a nifty
handheld shower. The result is envious curb appeal, both when docked
and underway. Powered by 350, 380 or 430 horsepower (with the choice
of single or dual engines) Flynt delivers top speed performance.
A deep-V planing hull tears across water making the boat efficient,
rapid and easy to manoeuvre
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SPACIOUS AND LIGHT

ENDLESS LINES

A flush clear glass sky-window

Made from teak effect wood the deck

draws natural light into the cabin.

is spacious and stylish in design.
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ON DECK

SPACIOUS
SEATING AREA
Soft underfoot yet built to last, the exterior deck space offers
space, comfort and a chic aesthetic. Made from custom cast
fibre with a teak effect, sumptuous edge-to-edge seating
provides ample room for guests to sit or lounge, while bespoke
fabrics offer a contemporary and convenient ambience.

AN INVITING PLACE TO RELAX
Warm, integrated LED lighting
illuminates the deck area in soft tones
making it an inviting place to relax
night and day.
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COMFORTABLE
SUNDECK
Catch the wind in your hair and the sun on your face from the
life-affirming view point of the sundeck. Located aft, it doubles
up as two inviting sun loungers or transforms into a full-on
sunpad. Just a stone’s throw from the water’s edge, it is ideal for
sun worshippers looking to drop anchor, kick back and make
the most of life at sea with a cocktail in hand.

EASILY EXTENDABLE
This cosy area extends by a
considerable two metres by placing
a third all-weather fabric cushion
over the clear glass central motor
compartment.
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COCKPIT

THE ULTIMATE
DRIVER’S SEAT
Flynt 956 Nova places the owner at the helm of an adrenalinefilled experience. Two custom, fully adjustable and rotatable
Recaro sport seats ensure a life-affirming driving experience.
The free-standing wood-lined panoramic windshield affords
clear visibility and stretching vistas. The high-gloss, leather-lined
and fully-digital Simrad dashboard twins with a leather, sports
steering wheel complete with a mirror and polished 3D logo for

FINGERTIP CONTROL

the finishing touch.

A digital Simrad dashboard provides
fingertip control in a powerboat
environment.

Guarantee the warmest of welcomes in
advance of your arrival with remotelyoperated ambient lighting and
electrical appliances.
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ENTER INTO A PLACE
OF SPACIOUSNESS
AND LIGHT
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INTERIOR

SPACIOUS CABIN
A luxurious double cabin makes overnight trips both appealing
and convenient. A Hunker down after a long day at sea in the
privacy and comfort of your own double cabin. Stargaze late
into the night via the aptly placed skylights, then wake to the
beauty of an early morning sunrise observed through the
integrated windows. Perfectly finished in the highest quality
materials in a custom colour palette.

STYLISH MATERIALS
The spacious owner’s cabin is made from a variety
of tactile, natural-effect fabrics with a luxurious
French oak finish.

LIGHT AND SPACIOUS
The integrated hatch gives access to the outdoors while
clear glass side windows and skylight dapple the interior
with sunlight.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

STANDARD FEATURES

UNIQUE DETAILS

METRIC

IMPERIAL

CONSTRUCTION

DECK

AWLGRIP Metallic paint

LENGHT OVERALL

9.56 M

32 ft

Hull built under vacuum with a 25 mm foam core for

Max. 10 passengers

Stainless steel grilles, head plate and window frames

BEAM

3.00 M

9,68 ft

optimal laminate stiffness

Convertible sun lounge up to 2 metres

Floating window frames

TOP SPEED

96+ KM/H

50+ knots with 2 x 350 hp

Deep V-planing

Edge to edge seating

Glass in engine room hatch

TOP RANGE

555 KM

300 NM

CE-B category

Low maintenance artificial teak deck

Suspended, shock absorbing seats

Every Flynt is built to order and can be individu-

CONCEPT & VISION

Flynt Yachts

All hardware stainless steel 316

Automated engine room hatch

180 degree view, endless panorama screen

alized to meet your specific needs. The 956 Nova

DESIGN

Vripack

is perfectly seaworthy at 32 ft. Moreover, her low

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING

Vripack

TECHNIQUE

BUILDER

Flynt Yachts

Fuel capacity 520 litres

WEIGHT

4,300 KG

4,7 t

Fresh water capacity 80 litres

CABIN

DRAFT

0.80 M

2.58 ft

FirePro fixed fire extinguisers

Luxurious interior finish

CRUISING SPEED

46 KM/H

25 knots with 2 x 350 hp

Mastervolt® electrical system 230 volt

Onboard multimedia system (TV/audio)

FUEL TANK

520 Litres

138 gallons

NMEA 2000 (N2K) CAN BUS

Galley (with refrigerator, sink and tap)

WATER TANK

80 Litres

21 gallons

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

weight and top speed of over 50 knots make her
one of the fastest boats in her class. Your Flynt is
standard full option.

Enlarged swim platform for easy access

ENGINES	2 x MerCruiser®
40 litres/hour at 46 KM/H

Toilet
PROPULSION

Bravo Three X stern drive
FUEL CONSUMPTION

Hand-shower at the transom

2x MerCruiser Bravo Three X stern drive
10.6 gallon/hour at 25 knots

Range from 2x 4,5 l. 250 hp up to 8.2 l. 430 hp
Equipped with bow thruster 2Kw
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CUSTOMIZATION

YOUR FLYNT.
YOUR STYLE.

SCHEDULE YOUR
PRIVATE VIEWING

Flynt 956 Nova offers a fully bespoke build, from the exterior paint job to
the interior fabric selection. As each boat is made to order, virtually any

Would you like to learn more about Flynt? Or schedule

custom colour, material or pattern can be selected to add a personalised

a private viewing to view Flynt 956 Nova in person?

sense of style and a true stamp of individuality.
Contact us at +31 (0)74 851 32 99
or by e-mail info@flyntyachts.com.

We look forward to meeting you.
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Flynt Yachts
Diamantstraat 1H
7554 TA Hengelo
The Netherlands

